**Tudor Historical Fiction**

*Henry VIII and Wives*
- The Last Wife of Henry VIII by Carolly Erickson
- The Autobiography of Henry VIII by Margaret George
- The Constant Princess (The Tudor court #1) by Philippa Gregory
- Wolf Hall by Hilary Mantel
  - sequel Bring Up the Bodies

*Lady Jane Grey*
- Three Maids for a Crown by Ella March Chase
- Innocent Traitor by Alison Weir

*Mary*
- Her Mother’s Daughter by Julianne Lee
- In the Shadow of the Crown by Jean Plaidy

*Elizabeth I*
- Elizabeth I by Margaret George
- The Queen’s Governess by Karen Harper
- Queen of this Realm by Jean Plaidy
- The Lady Elizabeth by Alison Weir
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Listing of predominant authors on the subject

- D. L. Bogdan
- Sandra Byrd
- Kate Emerson
- Carolly Erickson
- Margaret George
- Philippa Gregory
- Karen Harper
- Barbara Kyle
- Jean Plaidy
- Brandy Purdy
- Alison Weir
- Jeane Westin